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AMU-LED
AIR MOBILITY URBAN-LARGE EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATIONS
This deliverable is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 101017702 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
This document gathers the main results from the first AMU-LED workshop organised on-line on the
30th of April 2021.
AMU-LED is a Very Large-Scale Demonstration (VLD) project funded by SESAR Joint Undertaking (SJU)
under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme that aims to
demonstrate the safe integration of different types of manned and unmanned aircraft operations in
urban environments to realise increasingly sustainable smart cities.
The workshop aimed at introducing and discussing the Urban Air Mobility (UAM) Concept of
Operations (ConOps) proposed by AMU-LED [1]. All the members of the Advisory Board were invited
to participate and the workshop was also announced publicly in Social Media and in the AMU-LED
website.
A total of 190 participants registered for the workshop with a maximum audience peak of 133
simultaneous attendees from 90 companies.
The document provides the results of the polls launched during the workshop together with the
questions raised by the attendees and the answers provided in real time by the panellists as well as
some clarifications that have been added afterwards when needed.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Glossary
In order to provide a better understanding and to facilitate reading, this section provides a glossary of
specific terms that are used along the document.


Air-taxi, refers to an aircraft, which can range in size from single-passenger to large shuttles,
intended to bring better accessibility to cities, underserved communities and geographically
distant regions. These aircraft will be mostly electric Vertical Take-off and Landing (eVTOL)
platforms and highly autonomous.



Concept of Operations (ConOps), refers to the description of a particular functional
environment and its applicable rules and procedures in the context of (unmanned) air traffic
management. In the case of AMU-LED this covers a characterization of UAM, envisaged roles
and responsibilities, services, airspace structure and access requirements.



Conventional manned aviation, is referred to in AMU-LED as those aircraft flying either Visual
Flight Rules (VFR) or Instrumental Flight Rules (IFR), which are operated with a human
on-board, such as commercial aircraft, helicopters, etc.



High Performance Layer (HPL), is referred to in AMU-LED as the volume of airspace reserved
to the operation of High Performing Vehicles. This layer is situated above the Standard
Performance Layer (SPL) and within the Very Low Level (VLL).



High Performing Vehicles (HPVs), are referred to in AMU-LED as those aircraft operating in
higher-risk missions within the certified category (typically air-taxi and big cargo) with superior
flight and Communication, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) performances requiring advance
U-space and Air Traffic Management (ATM) services and making use of sophisticated
infrastructure.



Standard Performance Layer (SPL), is referred to in AMU-LED as the volume of airspace
reserved to the operation of Standard Performing Vehicles. This layer is situated between
ground and the High Performance Layer (HPL).



Standard Performing Vehicles (SPVs), are referred to in AMU-LED as those aircraft operating
typically, but not exclusively, in the open and specific categories with lower performances and
requirements than those of HPVs.



Unmanned Aerial System (UAS), refers to an aircraft and its associated elements which are
operated with no pilot on board.



Urban Air Mobility (UAM), is understood as on-demand passenger or cargo-carrying air
transportation service making use of highly automated aircraft that will operate at low
altitudes between places not currently or easily served by surface transportation or existing
aviation modes. Contrary to Advance Air Mobility (AAM), UAM is usually taking place in highdensity urban and suburban areas.
6
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U-space airspace, means a UAS geographical zone designated by Member States, within which
UAS operations are only allowed to take place with the support of U-space services.



U-space service, means a service relying on digital technologies and automation of functions
designed to support safe, secure and efficient access to U-space airspace for a large number
of UAS.



Vertiport, are take-off and landing infrastructures for UAM vehicles.



Very Low Level (VLL), this is usually understood as the volume of airspace below 1,000ft (~
300m) above built-up ground level (cities) and 500ft (~ 150m) above non-built-up ground.

1.2 Purpose and intended audience
The document is intended to serve as reference for workshop attendees, including SESAR Joint
Undertaking and AMU-LED Advisory Board members, and for everyone else interested who was not
able to attend.
In addition, AMU-LED partners will use the results of the workshop discussions to accordingly review
and update the ConOps proposed within the project.

1.3 Scope and structure
The document gathers the results of the polls and discussions (Q&A) carried out during the workshop
using the following structure:
1. Section 1 corresponds to this introduction containing the glossary and acronyms used as well
as the purpose of the document.
2. Section 2 details the agenda (topics and speakers) followed during the workshop.
3. Section 3 indicates the total number of registrations, the maximum audience reached and the
breakdown of attendees per country, as well as the list of represented companies.
4. Section 4 provides the results of the polls launched by the panellists to attendees.
5. Section 5 gathers all the questions raised by the attendees through the Q&A tool together with
the responses given by the panellists. This includes some post-meeting answers to questions
that remained unsolved at the end of the workshop due to time constrains.
Finally, Appendix A provide links to all the available workshop material (videos, slides, deliverables)
while Appendix B provides the list of references.
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1.4 Acronyms
Acronym
ADS-B
AMU-LED
ANSP
ATC
BVLOS
CAA
CIS
CNS
ConOps
CORUS
CTR
DAA
EASA
EC
EU
GNSS
GPS
HEMS
HPV
PIC
Q&A
SERA
SESAR
SJU
SPV
UAM
UAS
UK
USSP
UTM
VFR
VLD
VLL
VLOS

Definition
Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast
Air Mobility Urban - Large Experimental Demonstration
Air Navigation Service Provider
Air Traffic Control
Beyond Visual Line of Sight
Civil Aviation Authorities
Common Information Service
Communication Navigation Surveillance
Concept of Operations
Concept of Operations for EuRopean UTM Systems
Control Traffic Region
Detect and Avoid
European Aviation Safety Agency
Electronic Conspicuity
European Union
Global Navigation Satellite Service
Global Positioning System
Helicopter Emergency Medical Service
High Performing Vehicle
Pilot in Command
Questions and Answers
Standardised European Rules of the Air
Single European Sky ATM Research
SESAR Joint Undertaking
Standard Performing Vehicle
Urban Air Mobility
Unmanned Aircraft System
United Kingdom
U-space Service Provider
Unmanned Traffic Management
Visual Flight Rules
Very Large Demonstration
Very Low Level
Visual Line of Sight
Table 1: List of acronyms
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2 Agenda
The agenda for the workshop was the following:
-

Introduction to AMU-LED (Irene Camino, Everis)

-

Use Cases & Flight Demos (Marta Tojal, NLR)

-

AMU-LED ConOps presentation:

-



Introduction to UAM ConOps (Alejandro Fransoy, BRTE)



Airspace Types and Structure (Victor Gordo, Ineco)



Separation and Conflict Management (Gokhan Inalhan, Cranfield)



Integration with ATM and manned aviation (Raquel Moldes, Enaire)

Roundtable

After each presentation, interactive polls were launched to receive feedback from the audience
regarding specific ConOps topics. The results of these polls are given in Section 4 below.
In parallel, attendees were encouraged to submit any comment or question through a Q&A tool to be
answered by the panellists in real time, in writing, or orally during the roundtable at the end.
Figure 1 below provides a screenshot of the platform with all panellists.

Figure 1: AMU-LED Workshop virtual platform
9
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3 Attendees
A total of 190 people registered for the workshop. Out of them, 139 were able to finally join and remain
connected for more than 20min. The peak of audience was registered at 133 simultaneous attendees.
The following table provides the distribution per country:
Country
Spain
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Belgium
France
Italy
Germany
United States of America
Czech Republic
Europe
Finland
Portugal
Sweden
Chile
China
Cyprus
Norway
Poland
Switzerland
Turkey
TOTAL

Attendees (>20min)
54
16
14
12
7
7
5
4
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
139

Table 2: Number of attendees per country

The following table provides the list of attending companies in alphabetical order:
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Attending companies (in alphabetical order)
AACE Group Limited
e-GEOS
Leonardo\EHA
Achmea
Ehang
lester
ACI EUROPE
EHANG España
LFV
AENA
Ehang Scandinavia
Linköping University
Lukasiewicz Research Network
Aerospace Valley
ENAC
- Institute of Aviation
AESA
ENAIRE
Naitec
AGH SaaS
ENAV S.P.A
NATS
Air France
Entrenadores Olarte S.L.
NAV Portugal
Airbus
EUROCONTROL
POLIS Network
AIRBUS Urban Mobility
European Commission
RFAE
AirHub
everis
Robots Expert
Rotterdam The Hague
Altitude Angel
everis Aerospace&Defense
Airport/Schiphol Groupe
Amerging
Expace
Royal NLR
ANACNA
FADA-CATEC
Saxion
ANRA Technologies
Ferrovial
SESARJU
ANWB Medical Air Assistance HELICUS
SJU/SDSS
AOPA Germany
Heliflight Holland B.V.
SkeyDrone
AOPA UK
hemav
Skydio
Technical University of
Aslogic
Honeywell
Valencia
Astra UTM
HV
TECNALIA
Aurora Swiss Aerospace
IATA
Telefonica
BAE Systems
IFATSEA
Telespazio
Boeing
INECO
TU Delft
CAA
Innov'ATM
TUNI
CATEC
Isdefe
Univ. Politecnica de Catalunya
Civil Aviation University of
Universitat Politècnica de
China
Istanbul Technical University
València
University of South -Eastern of
Cranfield University
ITG
Norway
CRIDA
Jeppesen
UpVision
DroneQ Aerial Services
KPN
Volocopter
EBAA
Leonardo
XD Origami
Table 3: List of companies represented during the workshop
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4 Polls results
Five different polls were launched during the workshop, one after each topic presentation. All
attendees were encouraged to select the most appropriate responses to the questions raised and to
propose other alternative answers.
The results of the polls are analysed below.

4.1 UAM Characterization
Two questions were raised on the responsibility to manage UAM traffic and on the main key regulation
and standardisation challenges:
Q1. Who should provide traffic management services for UAM vehicles?
A) A traditional ANSP
B) A new type of USSP with higher responsibilities (and probably a new
certificate)
C) All existing USSPs should be capable of providing such services
D) A completely new actor that must be integrated within the USSP/CIS/AN
SP ecosystem
No Answer

Results
7/139
22/139

%
5
16

24/139
23/139

17
17

63/139

45

*Additional comment received:


“Although a USSP handling air-taxi operations may need more robust systems, they will still
rely on data provided by the others. All USSPs need a basic level of qualification“

Q2. What are in your opinion the key regulatory and standardization
challenges to enable UAM operations?
A) Development of new regulatory specifications permitting operations
within urban environments (reduction of safety distance wrt buildings,
ground, etc.).
B) Development of new Airspace Rules to allow operations in urban
environments and integration with manned aviation.
C) Development of new standards for aeronautical information exchange
across USSPs and ANSPs (flight plans, contingencies, tracking data, etc.)
D) Development of new standards and regulations to develop appropriate s
afety assessments
E) Other - specify below
F) No Answer

Results

%

37/139

27

49/139

35

28/139

20

31/139

22

9/139
63/139

6
45

The following alternative answers were received under option “E) Other”:


“Need to involve city managers and intermodality“



“all of the above!“
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“Mandatory electronic conspicuity. Type-specific separation standards between UAM and
drone or manned helicopter etc. “



“Bring aviation into urban traffic planning, just as with any other mode of transport. Urban
Aviation cannot be solely governed by aviation authorities. Urban authority role needs to be
identified and included in regulation. “



“No need for new airspace rules, but need to work with previous work completed within
EUROCAE and RTCA to obtain best practice. “



“Dynamic rule based airspace management capabilities / services“



“Will aspects such as cyber-resilience or services be considered? “



“Maximum integration of UAM with outside UAM rules for unmanned“



“Building also regulation and guidelines for the ecosystem at large, incl. “

4.2 Airspace Types and Structure
Q1. What are, in your opinion, the main advantages of the proposed airspace
structure (High and Standard Performing layers):
A) It provides separation with manned aviation without requiring any airspa
ce change (UAM operations below VLL)
B) Contrary to corridors, the HP layer allows for more flexible UAM routes
C) The dynamic activation of protection volumes and corridors around verti
ports improves accessibility for other UAS when no UAM operations are
conducted.
D) Development of new standards and regulations to develop appropriate s
afety assessments
E) Other - specify below
F) No Answer

Results

%

40/134

30

22/134

16

35/134

26

31/139

22

41/134
62/134

3
46

The following alternative answers were received under option “E) Other”:


“you need to explain the technology that delivers the services“



“Should HPV and SPV not be High and Standard Capability rather than Performance?”



“There is no advantage as it is either highly complex or limiting capacity or both.”

1

Please note that the number of respondents that chose option “E-Other” does not always match with the
number of alternative answers provided afterwards. This happens also in later polls.
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Q2. What are, in your opinion, the main disadvantages of the proposed
airspace structure:
A) Current minimum altitude requirements for conventional aviation (oper
ations shall remain above Very Low Level) cannot be met which will requ
ire changes in regulation.
B) It prevents High Performing Vehicles (airtaxis) from flying at potential optimal cruise altitudes above Very Low Le
vel.
C) As the High Performing layer covers wider volumes than corridors, there
will be higher chances of interfering with conventional manned operatio
ns, resulting in increased workload.
D) Safety buffers between layers could be so large that there is very limited
airspace to accommodate both High and Standard Performing traffic bel
ow VLL.
E) Other - specify below
F) No Answer

Results

%

16/134

12

22/134

16

26/134

19

31/134

23

5/134
65/134

4
49

The following alternative answers were received under option “E) Other”:


“Apart from short/medium term solutions, the only solution on the long term (using
automation capabilities) a free routing system is the only one that will guarantee sufficient and
fair capacity allocation.”



“The performance of the vehicles may not clearly divide into two categories. There may be
more. Especially considering speeds: (Ehang Volocopter) vs (Lilium Joby) etc.”



“See
the
comment
regarding
Performance
versus
capability
Should HPV and SPV not be High and Standard Capability rather than Performance?)”



“You may not call it segregation, but practically it is almost. Please check and re-evaluate your
assumptions as regards aircraft performance and use case. Aircraft categorisation appears
difficult / questionable.”



“Dynamic activation may have issues at very high rate of in and outbound flight activity.”



“Consideration of larger UAs being able to have ACAS, transponders and Detect and Avoid
systems in place for General Air Traffic avoidance - such as certain systems have in place now.”

Q3. Which minimum vertical safety buffer in the VLL limit is needed to assure
separation between manned aircraft and drones?
A) 25 ft
B) 50 ft
C) 100 ft
D) More than 100 ft
E) No Answer

(i.e.

Results

%

3/134
14/134
20/134
19/134
78/134

2
10
15
14
58
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4.3 Separation and Conflict Management
Q1. Following the strategic deconfliction, do you think a mandatory tactical
deconfliction service rather than an advisory service will be needed within the
High Performing layer if a pilot is on-board? If so, should it be provided by
human like ATC or by automated functions?
A) Advisory tactical deconfliction (traffic info and alerts) provided by human
(AFIS-like) is sufficient
B) Advisory tactical deconfliction provided by automated services (USSPlike) is sufficient
C) A human-based ATClike service is still needed to provide deconfliction commands (altitude/r
oute changes)
D) An automated USSPlike service is needed to provide deconfliction commands (altitude/route
changes)
E) Other - specify below
F) No Answer

Results

%

2/123

2

11/123

9

12/123

10

48/123

39

2/123
55/123

2
45

The following alternative answers were received under option “E) Other”:


“Apart from short/medium term solutions, the only solution on the long term (using
automation capabilities) a free routing system is the only one that will guarantee sufficient and
fair capacity allocation.”



“All vehicles to be identified with or without pilot onboard”



“A mixed and coordinated service between ATC and USP with mixed automatic and man based”



“Yes, on long term an automated free routing based handshake mechanism (for both tactical
a strategic flight plan authorization) between operator and USSP (with ATM integration)
systems is required (via a collaborative system) to ensure efficient fair non-segregated use of
airspace.”



“It depends on the traffic density. In low density scenarios, advisories can be enough. In high
density scenarios, ATC-like instruction will be needed”



“The UAS operator has to always have the final word. There can be compliance, but never a
centralised command to deconflict”

Q2. What are, in your opinion, the most important aspects that should be
covered when developing standard contingency procedures?
A) Location of preestablished emergency landing sites and parachute deployment sites
B) Conditions to alert (i.e. when a system degradation/malfunction become
s an issue worth alerting USSP/ANSP)
C) The granting of permissions to change route and exit volume to manage
contingency if needed (i.e under which circumstances the PIC is allowed

Results

%

26/123

21

32/123

26

42/123

34
15
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Q2. What are, in your opinion, the most important aspects that should be
covered when developing standard contingency procedures?
to resolve the contingency situation in the best way possible without req
uiring USSP authorisation, for example loss of power).
D) Other - specify below
E) No Answer

Results

%

3/123
61/123

2
50

The following alternative answers were received under option “D) Other”:


“Not only emergency landing sites but also emergency procedures pre-established.”



“Communication and integration services available adapted to the least capable participant for
the specific airspace.”



“Pre-programmed emergency landing areas filed per flight plan (file and fly) and agreed and
identified by all necessary authorities.”

4.4 Integration with ATM and Manned aviation
Q1. VFR manned vehicles might enter the High Performing layer during its
nominal operation (e.g. emergency helicopters). What is, in your opinion, the
best way to ensure safety of such operations?
A) Full segregation: ANSP applies dynamic reconfiguration of the airspace a
nd no U-space traffic info is provided to VFR traffic.
B) Partial integration: manned aviation only receives HPV traffic informatio
n, either from USSPs or ATS.
C) Full integration: Any manned aircraft operating within the HPL must follo
w U-space rules and adhere to Uspace services required for HPL operations.
D) Other - specify below
E) No Answer

Results

%

16/126

13

14/126

11

40/126

32

4/126
55/126

3
44

The following alternative answers were received under option “D) Other”:


“Partial integration - manned aircraft will respond with higher latency and lower fidelity than
autonomous - hence should have much greater separation”



“Only automated operations of manned aircraft allowed over urban areas”



“We need to get a digital blue light for EMS traffic in all operations levels manned or unmanned.
Special ADS b transponder”



“VFR nor performance is the key differentiator, rather the capability of the airspace user.”



“All manned aircraft have comms and transponders on board as mandate. Reference Q3 - UAM
should integrate within current ATM structure, not the other way around. UTM processes and
procedures should be communicated to ATM for understanding and combined CONOPs.“



“All SPV and HPV traffic should be made visible and specific authorised (handshake) flight plans
should be agreed with all U-Space users including manned aviation. Dynamic changes of flight
16
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plans need to be performed to allow and allocate flight paths to emergency services. On the
short term specific categories can be excluded.”
Q2. In the short term AMU-LED ConOps proposes to facilitate integration by
providing manned aviation with UAM traffic info and establishing common
rules of operation. Are these two recommendations reasonable?
A) The two recommendations will improve awareness and predictability.
B) Manned aviation should not receive UAM traffic information.
C) There is no need to establish common rules applicable to both UAM and
manned aviation.
D) There is no need for any additional provision for UAM operations.
E) No Answer

Results

%

54/126
5/126

43
4

4/126

3

2/126
61/126

2
48

Results

%

9/116

8

22/116

19

37/116

32

48/116

41

Results

%

44/116

38

21/116

18

51/116

44

Results

%

8/116

7

15/116

13

36/116

31

57/116

49

4.5 Vertiports
Q1. How should the traffic be managed at vertiports?
A) Vertiport Operator provides clearance for takeoff and landing and activates protection volumes and corridors.
B) Vertiport Operator provides clearance but it is the USSP who activates th
e protection volumes and corridors upon request.
C) USSP provides clearance and activates protection volumes. It consults Ve
rtiport Operator for availability and potential presence of obstacles.
D) No Answer
Q2. In case of vertiports located within an airport, AMU-LED ConOps proposes
that the activation of U-Space corridors is the responsibility of ATC. Is this
approach reasonable?
A) ATC should be ultimately responsible for corridor activation attending als
o to conventional aviation demands.
B) Vertiport operator should be responsible unless temporally prevented fr
om doing so by ATC in case of contingencies.
C) No Answer
Q3. A new service of vertiport flow management is proposed for managing
resources of the vertiport for UAM operations (e.g., open/closed, pad
availability). Should this service be included as part of the strategic
deconfliction service or dynamic capacity management?
A) No, it should be a separate service, because it manages specific resource
s (e.g., landside transport) that may be not accessible by USSP/CIS.
B) No, but it should be linked with strategic deconfliction or dynamic capaci
ty management to achieve better performance.
C) Yes, it should be integrated with strategic deconfliction or dynamic capac
ity management, because that will improve the overall system efficiency.
D) No Answer

17
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5 Questions & Answers
5.1 Use Cases & Flight Demos
Q: Would the demonstrators with European VTOL manufacturers not be more advantageous since they
could respond and interact with the consortium more easily?
A: Hi, Tecnalia is a Spanish manufacturer, and though eHang is Chinese they have European
offices, and we are specifically working with the Spanish office from eHang, and coordination
is going very well. C: Thanks for the clarification!
Q: Regarding the Demo exe you are planning to perform involving Santiago Airport, are you defining in
the UC the UAM vehicle operation departing or arriving from the runway (as if it were another aircraft
more)? or from a habilitated pad (dedicated facilities as an airport vertiport) located in landside of the
airport?
A: The plan is to work with the airport to define suitable locations for the demo that best meets
the objectives.

5.2 UAM Characterization
Q: Hello....what does "relatively mature U-space" means? can you explain further how this looks like?
A: Hi. We are referring to the existence of U-space airspaces deployed in cities with most U2
services available. And also new regulation available for certified category ops.
Q: I consider one of the key challenges to be the availability of full service Vertiports. Finding spaces for
them in congested urban centres will be a challenge and thus expensive. Have you factored the
infrastructure cost into the business cases?
A: There are multiple challenges - economics included. AMU-LED is focussed on developing the
regulatory/technical/airspace aspects. Consortium partners such as the City of Amsterdam but
also the UAM partners will find the results useful in informing the business case.Q: Comment rather than question but may need to be clearer as to whether UAM vehicles are
specifically about people and cargo transport as hinted in the poll, or any UAS used in urban
environment.
A: Hi, we can try to elaborate on that at the end. Regardless of the different definitions found in
literature, we cover all sort of traffic in our ConOps as they need to coexist anyway.Q: Another question: is there a one-to-one matching between HPV and SPV and the EASA categories
(Open, Specific and Certified)? Or does it depend on the UAV itself and the operation?
A: Hi. The way we see it, HPVs will certainly be certified but SPVs could cover specific and
certified operations.
18
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Q: Maybe best not assume that only large and not small vehicles can perform long distance, fast a
BVLOS operations? Future small drones will surely also be equipped with HP level capabilities (still under
specific category) as miniaturization allows this?
*Post-meeting answer: Indeed, but please bear in mind that our ConOps targets a transitional
period when not all small drones are equipped with HP level capabilities. In any case, our
ConOps allows for standard performing vehicles (SPVs) to optionally operate in the High
Performing Layer (HPL) irrespectively of their size provided that they meet the requirements to
access such airspace and adhere to the necessary U-space services for deconfliction with human
carrying vehicles. This might imply the equipage with certain CNS and DAA devices. However,
in order not to impose such restrictive requirements to all SPVs, we allowed for a Standard
Performing Layer (SPLs) for them to operate.
Q: It is not a logical conclusion to assume that smaller drones cannot be equipped with advanced
equipment. Size is not a driver for making that distinction. Depending on the use case a smaller UAS
will be equipped with advanced equipment.
*Post-meeting answer: Please see answer to question above.
Q: Isn't the HPV/SPV segmentation detrimental to full integration? Would manned and unmanned
integration be limited to the HPV layer for instance?
*Post-meeting answer: Please refer to answer to question above. It is a transitional solution
until full integration can be achieved, including SPVs, HPVs and conventional manned aviation.
Q: How do you intend to extract roles and responsibilities of all stakeholders in order to inform the
regulator as part of this project? How will priority of flight be established so as to provide equity to all
airspace users?
*Post-meeting answer: We are studying the required changes to integrate UAM in roles and
responsibilities for all U-space actors originally identified in CORUS and new ones, such as the
vertiport operator. Some preliminary results are available in our ConOps. Regarding the second
question, we are planning on performing demonstrations on how flights can be prioritised over
others from a traffic management point of view. We have noted in our ConOps that Government
and Ministries will have to accommodate the demands from UAM with those from other airspace
users within and around cities like military, commercial and general aviation, recreational flights,
HEMS, etc.

5.3 Airspace Types and Structure
Q: You mention corridor ("corridor flow management"). Corridor thinking is a concept from the past
(currently avoided by traffic controllers) that would structurally limit capacity and create social
acceptance problems since routes will focus traffic?
A: The concept is actually a layered approach with corridors only for landing/take-off
operations.
Q: Unclear what type of drone would fall under HPV and SPV would be categorized. Small emergency
drones can fall under HPV? In case not possible and if HPV also include priority rules, it can be that
pleasure HPV flights will block urgent SPV flights.
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A: Hi, SPVs could only fly under HP layer if they adhere to rules of access (equipment
requirements, services and so). Otherwise, dynamic airspace restructuring should apply to
guarantee safety when urgent SPV flights need to enter.
Q: Is the ConOps assuming that all UAS will depart-land in a vertiport? Even small drones (SPV following
your nomenclature)?
A: Hello. No, only large UAM vehicles requiring larger landing places. Small rotorcraft UAS
would not require a vertiport.
Q: Will the ConOps make concrete suggestions/proposals about CNS services for UAM operation?
Looking forward to reading the ConOps.
A: Hello, yes for sure, it's a key issue. Looking also forward to receiving your comments.Q: I mention that because in terms of CNS services provision, the standard layer seems more
challenging (obstacles, etc.) and standard UAVs might be more limited in terms of equipage.
A: It is true that navigating between buildings is challenging, but many sUAS will still operate
in VLOS in Open category, not being CNS a constraint. Other more demanding sUAS operations
can be flown also over building, let's say for example at 50 m.
Q: Question 5 [minimum vertical safety buffers] regarding the separation can't be answered straight
away. This depends on the capabilities of the airspace participants involved. Is this being looked into?
*Post-meeting answer: Yes, the idea is to classify in High Performance Vehicles and Standard
Performance Vehicles, attending to their capabilities and flight performances, so the envelopes
for both categories would be the basis to define minimum separations.
Q: How do you foresee High Performance Traffic, like taxi drones or delivery drones, to enter the lower
part (SPL) at random locations? So e.g. for picking up a passenger at their door.
*Post-meeting answer: The concept of operation does not foresee operation of HPV from random
locations, they will take off and land in predefined vertiports, at least till U-Space service could
allow adequate tactical separation between HPV and SPV.

5.4 Separation and Conflict Management
Q: Good morning and many thanks for the workshop. If I understood well, you propose to split the VLL
into two layers in height, being the top one reserved for the HPV operations (except take-off and
landing). Am I correct?
A: Yes, this is our proposal.Q: How do you plan to deal with predictability with the traffic environment particularly in class G
airspace
A: Through CIS.
Q: What is CIS? and how will it work?
A: Common Information Service. I would like to refer you SESAR documents.
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*Post-meeting answer: CIS is defined in EASA high level regulatory framework for U-space.-

Q: regarding the question on (vertical/horizontal) separation, the question would better be qualified as
to time horizon/technology capabilities. Initially it will be wide and later much shorter (e.g. based on
on-board and ground based DAA capabilities).
A: This is a factor that we also see. . The question is also availability (technology capabilities)
at particular operators and locations as well. One complicating factor is the SWAP-C limitations
that something like DAA would require for each vehicle.
Q: In U-space services are very automated, this means also very fast to respond. With this premise
makes sense to differentiate between strategical and pre-tactical? which are the time limits between
them?
A: I see this blurred line where strategic deconfliction and pre-tactical deconfliction start. In our
approach we tended towards compartmentalizing the specific activity (i.e. for USSP
Operational plan deconfliction at strategic level where as Traffic information service at tactical
level for H vs H/S SCM. However let me think a little deeper on what we can do on the issue
that you noted.Q: I do not believe that the current range of EC devices will provide collision avoidance capability against
a Drone -Drones will need to take avoiding action and this has not yet been explained very well as to
how this will be done-particularly in G space.
A: Hi - within the UAM sense we are considering below VLL with EC devices for that regime.Q: Hi, I am not sure what you mean below VLL with EC devices? can you expand, please?
A: Hi, you mentioned drone to drone collision avoidance at Class G airspace, what I meant was
the EC discussions that we had was restricted to UAM for within VLL with specific EC devices
tailored for that. Hope I am getting your question right?Q: Can all zones (on medium/long term) be replaced by an automated rule & capability based free
routing authorisation process? Medium term will be pre-flight/strategic. Long term will be automated
handshake both strategic and tactical (incl. in-flight).
*Post-meeting answer: Hi, that is definitely a possibility this is what is envisioned to happen at
the standard layer, however the interflow between high-performance layer and the standard
performance layer still needs considerable care and attention. Specifically, a fully automated
process would rely on the accuracy, reliability and certification of UAS which are absolutely of
different size, performance and capability in comparison to manned and piloted UAM devices.
Just focusing on the high performance layer, the free routing/free flight concept that is
applicable for GA is also applicable for that layer as well. This is true for all the pros and also all
the cons.
Q: In my opinion, a reason to have automatic deconfliction even if the pilot is on board is because due
size and performance of other UAS he/she will be not able to see and avoid them.
*Post-meeting answer: Hi, thank you for the comment. If there is separation/segregation
between the high performance layer and standard performance layer, given the fact that the
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manned urban air mobility devices will be at the high performance layer, the size and the
performance of other UAS will not necessarily be the key factor. It is expected that this would
be at similar levels at the different layers. However, the question for the need for level of
automation at deconfliction for manned and on-board piloted vehicles is still an open issue
for discussion.

5.5 Integration with ATM and manned aviation
Q: How will drones take avoiding action against manned aviation which is using an EC device or modes transponder?
A: We are addressing this in the presentation today but if not please raise it again.Q: How will Wake Turbulence influence the needs of segregation between manned and UAVs?
A: For the demonstrations a safety approach is taken given that the particular operations are
not exposed to unnecessary risk.
Q: What do you see the common UAM rules? which are the main differences from SERA?
A: SERA is only applicable to manned aviation, our proposal is to establish common rules
applying both manned and unmanned aviation. This could be based on ACAS Xu for example.Q: Manned aviation in HPV: previous ATM research on algorithmic ATM indicates human pilots
introduce latency and unpredictability compared to autonomous vehicles, hence lowering capacity.
Also a new flight rule could be developed for HPV that introducing manned aircraft could compromise.
A: Very valid point, that was also one of the reasons for this layered approach. Here the
question is more of the interaction between HPV manned vs HPV unmanned especially given
the tendency of blunders and rate of response limitations to both advisories and also
commands. At the human side. At that time my vote goes to automated DAA/SAA at metal to
metal situations for unmanned HPV.Q: How can you assure UAM traffic info to manned aviation, for instances to general aviation?
A: In case it is provided by ANSPs the proposal is to provide it through Flight Information Service
(which is provided to VFR traffic flying airspace classes from B to E). The other option is that
manned aviation adheres to a USSP to receive this information.-

5.6 Regulation and Standardisation
Q: Ciao, I see a different approach from what the 2021/664,665,666 are saying. Is it only my
impression?
A: Hi, we have used U-space regulation as starting point, but this is going to have to evolve in
order to cope with UAM in a short-term future.*Post-meeting answer: It is part of WP7 to identify impact of project results in existing
regulation and contribute to future regulatory efforts. As an example EASA RMT 0.230 is
working in the recommendations for manned/unmanned UAM and projects like AMU-LED
should have a positive impact on these regulatory efforts.
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5.7 Other
Q: Your stakeholder board has no GA member as far as I can tell from what was on the slide ---do you
think you may have missed an opportunity to hear from GA?
*Post-meeting answer: Good point. Although we have some HEMS representatives, we will
initiate contacts to incorporate representatives from GA to our Advisory Board.
Q: Will the workshop be recorded and made available after todays’ meeting?
A: Yes, we are planning to make slides and video available afterwardsC: Many thanks and congratulations for a great interactive conference!
C: Thank you very much!
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Appendix A

Available material

All the workshop material has been made available in AMU-LED website:


Slides: https://amuledproject.eu/first-amu-led-workshop/



Video: https://amuledproject.eu/first-amu-led-workshop/



ConOps document [1]: http://amuledproject.eu/download/deliverable_d2-2-010/
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